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Booklet
(online) +

“Everyday
Theology”

 How do you know
when you’re running dry?
What are the signs?
Share a time you
became aware that
you were disconnected
from the Spirit’s flow.

I think/believe, therefore I am
Vs.
I desire/love, therefore I am

 Compare your discipleship with the
apprenticeship process in a practical skill
like brick-laying. … In what ways do you
already leverage ‘practices’ and habits to
address dryness in your faith, and renew
yourself in the Spirit’s flow?
Shifting metaphors, how might you participate with God in
digging out fresh channels through which the Spirit’s life might
flow … renewing you, so that you may renew the world?
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 Sketch the imagery in the 5 passages
Imaginatively enter the metaphor/symbolism to reflect on
the core questions (booklet pp4-5).
How well are you connected to the source of renewal,
passing this life down-stream to renew the world?
 Sketch +  Reflect in notes

 Sketch +  Reflect in notes

 Sketch +  Reflect in notes

 Sketch +  Reflect in notes

 Sketch +  Reflect in notes
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Christian Practices …
 In pairs, share which passage or image
God spoke to you most clearly through.
How healthy are the boundaries, depth,
quality, source, and flow of the Spirit’s stream
in your own life at present?

Renewing Practice …
When we ask God to be filled (the cup),
we should also look for opportunities for
these things to overflow to renew the
thirsty world in our local context and
through our vocations (the sponge).
 Try this together, praying while you pour

rich and repetitive actions we do,
over time and often together,
which engage our senses
and imagination,
reminding us of God’s presence
and aiming us at His Kingdom

 Revisit the biblical metaphors pp4-5.
Which area is weakest for you, affecting the Spirit’s flow
through your life to renew the world?
Consider the idea for a practice,
listed under each Scripture passage …
Design your own PRACTICE that you could
do daily to remain fresh.
 Share this with one other person

Making space to confess and re-commit
 What do the metaphors on p8 represent for you?
We must recapture the wonder of worshipping
our beautiful God, swimming in God’s grace.
 Meditate on “For the Life of the World”, poem by Hans Urs
von Balthasar re: wonder at God’s beauty
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